GPS BUS LINK

Please follow the instructions below. They should guide you through the process to set up YOUR SCHOOL BUSES on the GPS Map. When you type the web address below, a Security Warning Box could pop up, it could be behind the web page, if this is the case, minimize the web page.

http://edulog.caddoschools.org/Live/etm

CHECK BOX – I accept the risk and want to run application

SELECT RUN

SELECT NEW TRACKING VIEW

SELECT OK

Name your view – Highlight Tracking 1 and TYPE your school name

Example: JS CLARK BUSES

SELECT OK

You will be asked to add all vehicles

SELECT NO

A list comes up – you will select your bus numbers

SELECT BUS #, then hit >> BUTTON

Follow this process until you have selected all of your buses.

Now the list on the right has all your vehicles (buses) to add

SELECT OK

At this point you are looking at GPS MAP with your buses listed at the top left. (see next page)

IDENTIFYING ICONS ON TOOL BAR

You can view information on various objects on the map by pointing to the object with the mouse for a moment. A banner will appear with information on the icon:

Example below:
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